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"I&apos;d want you to help me win a war..."After discovering the shocking secret buried deep within

The Green, Violet has a grave decision to make. Trust the woman who saved her, or not?So far,

everything about the woman has taken Violet by surprise. Her behavior has been honest and

upfront - a refreshing change for Violet. Besides, with one of her loved ones hanging on life support,

and the other close to falling completely out of reach, Violet doesn&apos;t exactly have a lot

ofÂ choice.Her only way forward is to embark on a dicey excursion. For this, she knows she needs

the Liberators&apos; help - and must be prepared to take whatever risks thatÂ comesÂ with.But

what neitherÂ she,Â nor any of her new Liberator comrades can prepare for, is just how deep the

lies of their homelands run...Continue Violet and Viggo&apos;s journey in the EXPLOSIVE third

book of the bestselling The Gender Game series.Buy now!*Beware of spoilers in the reviews below

that are without spoiler alerts*
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I would have to say, the last few chapters of the book were the best.....otherwise this installment of

the Gender Game series sort of dragged a bit. It was nice to again hear the thoughts of Viggo and

Violet, and it was clear that SOME tyrant would be exposed, but I fought a yawn for the bulk of this

book. However, as is often the case with series, some books are foundational in building to a

climax, and perhaps this is the book to fill that role in this series. It was still well written and the

characters well developed, so I give it 4 stars and do recommend it.

I like this series. I'm a middle aged woman who's a big fan of YA fiction, such as Twilight, The

Hunger Games, Divergent & The Vampire Diaries. I was very pleased to find another series to get

hooked on, and this series has not disappointed. I believe it would make a great film series as well.

It's good fun with a nice little love story. Enjoy!

This series is absolutely amazing. The idea behind it and all the thought that has gone into writing it

is truly beautiful. Youngin you understand the story and what's going to happen and then this

amazing author pulls the rug right out from under you. I cannot Jennifer how complicated and

complex this series is and how beautifully designed the characters are. Please,please read this

series and recommend it to your friends. Because I haven't stopped recommending it to mine!

This series is so good!! I can't put these books down. I didn't even guess how the twist and turns

would go. I'm very impressed with this series because I keep learning information that I had

questions about(unlike some other series) and the third book was just as good as the first and

second. On to book 4!

On the edge of my seat through this whole book, the adventure continues! I was reading nonstop

discovering new things at every chapter, with twists I never imagined! Hooked again, can't wait for

the next book to see this story unfold! A must read for all ages this books left me palpitating and

thirsty for more!!

Enjoyed this third installment of The Gender Games. Just as the first two books were well detailed

and kept you guessing, this one did as well. Recommend to others, especially if your not familiar

with Bella Forrest as an author . I've read any and all books I've been able to find that she has

written, haven't been dissapointed.



I don't like it when it seems series start to drag things out, seemingly to sell more books. I can see

why there is criticism about Book 3. Hoping this is not a trend for future books in this series. Will try

book 4....

The Gender Plan Series popped up on my recommended reading after reading The Hunger Games

& Maze Runner & other dystopian books. Enjoyed the read & looking forward to the release of book

7!
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